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Cleaning Recommendations
Wipe-clean

micrAgard

PLUS

There are a few options for cleaning your
bag depending on how dirty it gets, we
would recommend the following actions:

TM

As the material is wipe-able on both sides most things should be easily
wiped/hosed off the surface. For removing accumulated dust and grit use a
regular vacuum cleaner; it will brighten things up.
For dirt that simply will not brush off, we recommend upholstery cleaner which
can be obtained at most stores. Please use according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Any stains that the upholstery cleaner won’t remove – such as spots of tar, etc,
try removing with white sprits. Dab it on with any piece of absorbent cloth or
cotton and then wipe it off. Alternatively, try using Fairy Liquid on a damp cloth.
DO NOT use bleach based products under any circumstances.
The last step in the cleaning procedure would be to clean in the washing
machine using standard cleaning detergent, at up to temperatures of 40°C.
Allow the bag to dry naturally once washed, please DO NOT tumble dry under
any circumstances.
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micrAgard

Infection control is becoming more and more of a challenge every day. Together we can minimise cross
contamination of bacteria and help prevent it from spreading using our unique micrAgard products.
We have produced a significant number of micrAgard products including our extensive range of Professional
Emergency Services Equipment Bags and we are now a leading distributor of Byotrol sanitising sprays, wipes
and solutions. Do you want to help prevent bacteria from spreading? The answer is simple...

Convert to micrAgard.

Anti-microbial

Non-rot Material

Fluid Repellent

micrAgard

ISO Quality Standard

Comfort Straps

Intrisically Safe

Impact Resistance

Lockable Zips

Hand-finished

Hi Visibility

Fire Retardant

Thermo Care

Heavy Duty Fittings

Custom Branding

Aviation Standard

Self Healing Zips

Underside Protection

ISO

Q/C

Quality Guarantee

INFECTION CONTROL AT IT’S BEST

